Real-time accessibility and agility are required in u-commerce under ubiquitous computing environment. Most of the existing recommendation techniques adopt the method of evaluation based on personal profile, which has been identified with difficulties in accurately analyzing the customers' level of interest and tendencies, as well as the problems of cost, consequently leaving customers unsatisfied. Researches have been conducted to improve the accuracy of information such as the level of interest and tendencies of the customers. However, the problem lies not in the preconstructed database, but in generating new and diverse profiles that are used for the evaluation of the existing data. Also it is difficult to use the unique recommendation method with hierarchy of each customer who has various characteristics in the existing recommendation techniques. Accordingly, this dissertation used the implicit method without onerous question and answer to the users based on the data from purchasing, unlike the other evaluation techniques.
Step 1 To define and calculate the weighted of similarity with New users and Neighbors.
Step 2 To determine how many neighbors with high similarity and by which criterion you will select in order to predict a preference of New user for particular item.
Step 3 New users' preference predicts a value of preference for items which have not been input on the basis of preference for item of neighbors with similar preference.
Step 4 To evaluate the result of cooperation filtering with preference of item which has not input a preference of new users and predicted preference by proper evaluation criterion. 
